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Abstract: In the field of face biometrics, finding the identity of a person in an image is most researched,
but there are other, soft biometric information that are equally as important, such as age, gender,
ethnicity or emotion. Nowadays, ethnicity classification has a wide application area and is a prolific
area of research. This paper gives an overview of recent advances in ethnicity classification with focus
on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and proposes a new ethnicity classification method using
only the middle part of the face and CNN. The paper also compares the differences in results of CNN
with and without plotted landmarks. The proposed model was tested using holdout testing method
on UTKFace dataset and FairFace dataset. The accuracy of the model was 80.34% for classification
into five classes and 61.74% for classification into seven classes, which is slightly better than state-
of-the-art, but it is also important to note that results in this paper are obtained by using only the
middle part of the face which reduces the time and resources necessary.

Keywords: ethnicity classification; race classification; CNN; face biometric; FairFace; UTKFace

1. Introduction

Nowadays, face recognition has become almost inevitable in real-world applications
in the fields of security, biometrics, entertainment industry and others in order to identify
a person. However, other than the identity, there are other, soft biometric traits that
can be learned from faces such as age, gender, ethnicity or emotions. In recent years, soft
biometrics has become one of the more prolific fields of research. It can refer to demographic
attributes (age, gender, ethnicity, eye colour, hair colour, skin colour), anthropometric
and geometric attributes (body geometry and face geometry), medical attributes (health
condition, BMI, body weight, wrinkles) or material and behavioural attributes (hats, scarfs,
bags, clothes, lenses, and glasses) [1]. Soft biometric traits are “physical, behavioural, or
material accessories, which are associated with an individual, and which can be useful for
recognising an individual. These attributes are typically gleaned from primary biometric
data, are classifiable in pre-defined human understandable categories, and can be extracted
in an automated manner” [2]. The soft biometric trait this paper focuses on is the ethnicity
(race) of a person. Ethnicity classification has an important role in classifying face images.
It can be used “to categorize humans into large and distinct populations or groups by
heritable, phenotypic characteristics, geographic ancestry, physical appearance, ethnicity,
and social status” [3]. Race is defined as “a group of people who have some common
hereditary physical characteristics that distinguish them from other groups, e.g. skin, hair
and eye color, skull shape, growth” [4]. In this paper, as is in the most biometric ethnicity
classification papers, we do not distinguish between race and ethnicity.

As is the case with any information and research, the research on ethnicity classification
and its application should be in accordance with ethical principles. The topic of ethnicity
has always been a sensitive subject and field of research. As with the other soft biometric
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characteristics (age, sex, tattoos) there is the potential to discriminate and some believe that
using algorithms can facilitate the discrimination. Even with these ethical considerations,
the research on ethnicity classification is ongoing and the application areas widespread.
Research, even of the sensitive topics is important and as stated in [5] “in the very end
any scientific discovery has a potential to be used for the good or for the bad. That choice
belongs to the humanity”.

From all the demographic attributes that can be found in face images, ethnicity is
the least studied [6] but it has been receiving increasing attention in recent years mostly
due to its numerous application areas [6–9]: biometric identification, video surveillance,
forensic art, human computer interaction, targeted advertisement, social media profiling,
large databases searching, demographic statistics.

As much as it is an important task in computer vision, it is also a complicated task.
There are many different challenges in automatic ethnicity classification: (i) terminology,
(ii) ethnicity categories overlapping and (iii) datasets. The first one relates to terminology.
In most research papers on automatic ethnicity classification from faces, terms race and
ethnicity are used interchangeably. Another challenge that arises is different classification
of ethnicities. There are various research papers that distinguish between ethnicities but
some use as little as three basic ethnicities (Asian, Caucasian and African), while others use
up to two hundred different “races” or more accurately ethnicities. The lack of large and
diverse publicly available datasets with accurate ethnicity labels poses another significant
problem and the process of collecting and labeling new dataset is a challenge. The problem
that arises with labeling ethnicity affiliations is the Other Race Effect (ORE) [10]. Humans
perform significantly better when dealing with faces of people of their own ethnicity than
with individuals belonging to other ethnicities, which means that in order to mitigate bias,
people of different ethnicities should label the images in the dataset which is not always
possible [11].

Through recent years, different ethnicity classification algorithms have been devel-
oped and multiple approaches to ethnicity classification have been presented. In order to
classify a face image into one of the ethnicity classes, it is important to find face features
that are different for each ethnicity class [12]. Most of the existing ethnicity classification al-
gorithms consist of two main parts: (i) feature representation and (ii) ethnicity classification.
Fu et al. [7] distinguish between four main methods of feature representation: chromatic
representation, global feature representation, local feature descriptor representation and
other representations. Ethnicity classification is most often viewed as a multiclass classi-
fication problem and utilizes existing machine learning classifiers. Nowadays, with the
development of hardware resources and emergence of large datasets with ethnicity labels,
neural networks, especially CNNs, are more often used. They most commonly include
an input layer, multiple hidden layers and an output layer, while employing supervised
learning for ethnicity classification. From the first artificial neural networks for learning to
recognize handwritten digits to today’s modern deep neural networks used for various
tasks in the field of computer vision, constant progress in the complexity and capabilities
of networks allows solving problems that have been previously very difficult to solve.

The main goal of automatic ethnicity classification is to determine a person’s ethnicity
class based on his/her facial attributes. The specific goal of this paper is to provide an
overview of recent advances in ethnicity classification with focus on convolutional neural
networks and to propose a new ethnicity classification method using only the middle part
of the face, while employing convolutional neural networks and comparing differences
in results of CNN with and without plotted landmarks. The proposed approach is not
a one-shot image classification approach, it uses multiple images of each ethnicity class
for training the CNN. There are a number of datasets with images for each ethnicity class
and we also use data augmentation to train the network, so the lack of images problem
is not as severe as in some other computer vision problems, such as face recognition. As
some of the analysed research [5,13] state that the most race information is contained in
the middle part of the face, which is the area around eyes and the nose, those are the parts
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of the face this research focuses on. The contribution in this paper can be summarized
as: (i) implementation of a new CNN to classify face images into five ethnicities (White,
Black, Asian, Indian and Others) and seven ethnicities (White, Black, Indian, East Asian,
Southeast Asian, Middle Eastern, and Latin), (ii) training and validation of the CNN with
and without plotted landmarks, (iii) evaluation of the proposed CNN models (with and
without plotted landmarks) using the holdout method and (iv) comparison of the proposed
models performance with state-of-the-art methods.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a review of the state-of-the-art in
the field of ethnicity classification with the focus on CNNs and developments in recent
years. Section 3 describes the proposed approach in detail with focus on data preprocessing
and CNN architecture. Section 4 gives the description of the datasets used for training,
validation and testing and shows the detailed results of each experiment. The results of the
proposed approach are presented and compared with existing state-of-the-art approaches.
At the end of the paper conclusion and future research directions are discussed.

2. Related Work

When focusing on using neural networks for age estimation, it is important to distin-
guish between different types of neural networks. There are three most often used types:
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN) [14]. This paper focuses on CNNs for ethnicity classification.
CNNs include an input layer, multiple hidden layers and an output layer, often consisting
of two parts: automatic feature extractor and trainable classifier [15].

In order to find the relevant research, IEEE Xplore, Science Direct, Springer Link, Web
of Science and Google Scholar were searched. The search string used (slightly modified for
each source) was: (race classif* OR ethnicity classif* OR fac* race classif* OR fac* ethnicity
classif*) AND (neural network OR cnn). The research was limited to the papers published
in the last five years. Not all of the papers found by this search were relevant and there were
some duplicate entries which were removed in first screening. This resulted in thirty-two
papers which entered the second screening phase which consisted of excluding the papers
which had not presented new algorithms or where algorithms have not been tested or
results have not been published. This resulted with sixteen papers that were analysed and
described in detail. The summary of the sixteen papers selected can be seen in Table 1.

First research analysed was by Wang et al. [16] who used deep CNNs (DCNN) to
extract facial features and classify them simultaneously. The proposed CNN consisted of
five layers, three convolutional and two fully-connected layers and automatically learned
effective feature representation and did ethnicity classification for facial images. The
proposed method was evaluated in three scenarios: (i) the classification of Black and White
people, (ii) the classification of Chinese and non-Chinese people, and (iii) the classification
of Han, Uyghurs and non-Chinese. The accuracies for the three scenarios were: 99.70%,
99.85% and 99.60%, respectively. Inzamam and Naeem [12] proposed a new approach for
ethnicity classification that uses a pre-trained CNN (VGG-Face) to extract the features and
Support Vector Machine (SVM) with a linear kernel to do the classification. The ethnicity
in this paper is considered as a three class classification problem (Asian, Black and White)
and the approach is tested on ten different datasets and average classification accuracy
over all datasets is 98.28%, 99.66% and 99.05% for Asian, African-American and Caucasian,
respectively. The next research analysed was [17]. The authors explored the fine-grained
ethnicity classification on East Asian population. They collected and labeled the Wild East
Asian Face Dataset with seven ethnicity categories (Chinese, Filipino, Indonesian, Japanese,
Korean, Malaysian and Vietnamese). Two CNN architectures were proposed, one CNN
with a single branch and one CNN with multiple branches that breaks the face into regions.
The multi branch CNN gains better experimental results, but the accuracy of 33.33% shows
that fine-grained ethnicity classification is a challenging task.
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Table 1. Overview of ethnicity classification state-of-the-art.

Paper Year CNN Base Model Ethnicity Dataset Evaluation
Protocol Acc (%)

[18] 2021 N/A Asian, Caucasian and African CAS-PEAL N/A 99.2
N/A Asian and non-Asian FERET N/A 100
N/A Vietnamese and Others VNFaces N/A 92

N/A African American, Caucasian Latin,
East Asian and Asian Indian VMER N/A 93.2

[11] 2020 VGG-Face African American, Caucasian Latin,
East Asian and Asian Indian VMER Holdout 94.1

MobileNet v2 African American, Caucasian Latin,
East Asian and Asian Indian VMER Holdout 94

VGG-16 African American, Caucasian Latin,
East Asian and Asian Indian VMER Holdout 93.7

ResNet-50 African American, Caucasian Latin,
East Asian and Asian Indian VMER Holdout 93.1

[19] 2020 VGG-16 White, Black, Asian, Indian and
Others UTK-Face Five-fold CV 72.39

N/A White, Black, Asian, Indian and
Others UTK-Face Five-fold CV 78.88

[20] 2020 R-Net Caucasian, African, Asian, Indian BUPT Holdout 97
R-Net Caucasian, African, Asian, Indian CFD Holdout 85
R-Net Caucasian, African, Asian, Indian UTK-Face Holdout 77.5

[21] 2019 N/A Asian and Non-Asian Private Holdout 84.91
[22] 2019 VGG-Face White and Others Part of CelebA Holdout 91
[23] 2018 VGG-16 Black, White, Indian, Asian Bigailab-4race-50K Holdout 97.6
[8] 2018 VGG-16 Bangladeshi, Chinese, Indian Private Holdout 95.2
[24] 2018 ResNet White, Black, Asian, Indian UTK-Face Holdout 90.1

ResNet White, Black, Asian, Indian BEFA Holdout 84.29
[25] 2018 AlexNet White, Black, Asian MORPH II Five-fold CV 98.6

AlexNet White, Black, Asian LFW+ Five-fold CV 94.9

[13] 2018 N/A Asian, Middle-East, African,
Hispanic, White FERET Six-fold CV 97.83

[26] 2018 MLP Caucasian, Mongolian and Negroid Part of FERET Holdout 82.4
VGGNet Caucasian, Mongolian and Negroid Part of FERET Holdout 98.6

[27] 2018 VGG-16 White, Black, Asian Private Holdout 99.54
VGG-16 Asian, Non-Asian FRGC Holdout 98.4

VGG-16 Asian, Black, Hispanic, Middle,
White Part of FERET Holdout 98.8

VGG-16 White, Black Part of MORPH II Holdout 99.1
VGG-16 White, Black, Asian LFW Holdout 98.77

[17] 2017 N/A
Chinese, Filipino, Indonesian,
Japanese, Korean, Malaysian
and Vietnamese

WEAFD Holdout 33.33

[12] 2017 VGG-Face Asian, Black, White FERET Ten-fold CV 98.91
[16] 2016 N/A White, Black MORPH II Ten-fold CV 99.7

N/A Chinese, non-Chinese Multiple datasets Holdout 99.85
N/A Han, Uyghur and non-Chinese Multiple datasets Holdout 99.6

Wu et al. [27] proposed using an improved DCNN for ethnicity classification. The
proposed network “uses a branch structure to merge networks of different depths, such
that it can see multi-scale features”. They designed a multi-depth DCNN and fine-tuned it
from a pre-trained VGG-16 and collected a larger and more balanced ethnicity dataset for
training the network. The proposed network achieved state-of-the-art accuracy of almost
99% on both public and private datasets. Masood et al. [26] also used neural networks
to solve the problem of ethnicity classification. They considered three major ethnicities:
Mongolian, Caucasian and Negroid. The major drawback of this research is a small number
of images used. The authors used 447 images from the FERET dataset and extracted several
geometric features and color attributes to be used for classification. The authors conducted
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two experiments, one using a Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) and one using CNN with
accuracies of 82.4% and 98.6%, respectively. The authors state that time required for feature
extraction and training should also be taken into consideration which is significantly longer
in case of CNN. Mohammad and Al-Ani [13] identified the complexity problem in the
existing approaches and focused on ethnicity classification for the mobile environment.
They presented six different models that were designed as CNNs to classify images into
five different ethnicities. They chose extended ocular region as a region of interest from
facial images of FERET dataset. The highest performance CNN model had a classification
accuracy of 98.35% with 25,941 parameters while the squeezed CNN model showed a
classification accuracy of 97.35% with just 8117 parameters. Han et al. [25] present a Deep
Multi-Task Learning (DMTL) approach to estimate multiple heterogeneous attributes (age,
gender, ethnicity, beard, sunglasses, hair color, etc.) from a single face image. They use
CNNs consisting of shared feature learning for all attributes and category-specific feature
learning for heterogeneous attributes. Experimental results on benchmarks with multiple
face attributes show that the proposed approach has superior performance compared to
state of the art. For ethnicity classification, an accuracy of 98.6% on MORPH II and 94.9% on
LFW+ was achieved. Das et al. [24] proposed a Multi-Task Convolution Neural Network
(MTCNN) approach for ethnicity classification employing joint dynamic loss weight adjust-
ment towards classification of gender, age and ethnicity, as well as towards mitigation of
soft biometrics related bias. The proposed algorithm was tested on UTKFace dataset and
BEFA dataset and achieved accuracies of 90.1% and 84.29%, respectively. A new hybrid
supervised learning method for ethnicity classification was proposed by [8] Their method
combines the soft likelihood of CNN classification output with an image ranking engine
that leverages on matching of the hierarchical features between the query and dataset
images. A supervised Support Vector Machine (SVM) hybrid learning is developed to train
the combined feature vectors to perform ethnicity classification. The authors state that the
proposed model improves the classification accuracy by 3% compared to other state-of-
the-art methods. Talo et al. [23] offer another public ethnicity dataset consisting of labeled
images to overcome the challenges of real-world ethnicity estimation tasks and present a
benchmark study to find the ethnicity of a human face using a pre-trained CNN model on
the large-scale face dataset. The model achieves an accuracy of 97.6% in the ethnicity classi-
fication task. Khan and Mahmoud [22] approached ethnicity classification as a problem of
transfer learning to explore if ethnicity is a transfer boundary. They consider a series of
datasets annotated by ethnicity and attempt to predict ethnicity across domains. They show
the effectiveness of transfer learning in problems of ethnicity classification and highlight
the difficulties within subsampling racially diverse datasets from large unbalanced datasets.
The authors in [21] incorporated different facial attributes in their proposed CNN model for
ethnicity classification, like surface, skin color pattern and other secondary characteristics
to classify the images into two different ethnicity categories Asian and non-Asian. The
proposed model achieved an accuracy of 84.91% tested on a Private dataset. The drawback
of this approach is that it has not been tested on any publicly available dataset and so it can-
not be compared with other algorithms. Mazida et al. [20] proposed a deep learning model
using large scale data (BUPT dataset) which is not restricted to laboratory environments but
has large variations in pose, expression, age and backgrounds. The model pre-processes the
images and aligns them by using facial landmarks before feeding them into the network.
The proposed R-Net CNN is optimized by comparing different activation functions and
optimizers and tested on other datasets and compared with popular pre-trained models.
The achieved accuracy on the BUPT dataset is 97%. Hamdi and Moussaoui [19] focused on
comparing different machine learning and deep learning algorithms for ethnicity classifica-
tion. SVM, Random Forest, ANN, Transfer Learning and CNNs were compared for age,
gender and ethnicity classification. The conclusion was that CNNs provide the best results
for all three classifications. Greco et al. [11] approached a problem of ethnicity classification
from a different aspect. They did not propose a novel ethnicity classification algorithm,
but a new dataset for ethnicity classification. They state that existing datasets have some
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drawbacks such as insufficient number of images for each ethnicity and insufficient number
of images in general. In addition, different datasets define different ethnicity groups and
do not take into account Other Race Effects when labeling images. In order to improve
on these drawbacks, the authors created a new dataset for ethnicity classification called
VMER which has 3,309,742 images of 9129 subjects of four different ethnicities (African
American, Caucasian Latin, East Asian and Asian Indian). Khan et al. [18] proposed a
face segmentation algorithm that segments a given face image into seven face classes and
developed a new ethnicity classification algorithm based on information from the face
segmentation model. They used a DCNN to construct a face segmentation model. In order
to train the DCNN, face images were labeled according to seven different classes (nose, skin,
hair, eyes, brows, back and mouth). Next, the developed DCNN model was used to create
segmentation results. For each class, the probabilistic classification method and probability
maps (PMs) are used. From seven features, five were used for ethnicity classification. The
performance of the proposed ethnicity classification method was assessed on four standard
face datasets and obtained better results than previous studies. The main drawback of this
paper is the manual labeling process which increases the probability of errors.

From the papers analysed, it can be concluded that there is no consensus about
ethnicity classes. Some of the papers define two ethnicity classes, such as Asian and non-
Asian [18,21], White and Others [16,22,27], but there are also papers that classify people
into four [11,18–20] or even seven different ethnicity classes [17]. In addition, until recently,
no large publicly available dataset with ethnicity labels was available. This poses a problem
because different algorithms are tested on different classes and on different datasets which
makes it impossible to compare the algorithm results. One thing all the papers agree with
is that algorithm performance is measured by classification accuracy. Most of the papers
that apply CNN to ethnicity classification problem base their CNN on one of the common
CNN architectures (VGG-16, ResNet, R-Net, VGG-Face, AlexNet), but a small number of
papers train their own CNN [16–18,21].

3. Proposed Approach

The approach proposed in this paper consists of several stages. First, all of the training
images are preprocessed, which is described in more detail in Section 3.1. After preprocess-
ing, the filtered dataset with cropped images is created. Here, the approach for ethnicity
classification with plotted landmarks (Figure 1) goes to the landmark annotation step after
which a new dataset with annotated landmarks is created. The approach for ethnicity
classification without plotted landmarks omits this step and goes to data normalization and
augmentation. The steps omitted in the approach without plotted landmarks are marked
with purple dotted lines in the Figure 1. The normalized and augmented images are then
used to train the CNN. After CNN training and validation, testing is conducted. First
part is to input an image which is preprocessed in the same way as training images, then
landmarks are annotated (only in the approach with plotted landmarks), images normal-
ized and the trained CNN makes a prediction of ethnicity. Based on the previous research
and observation through study of other papers, in which landmarks are not often used in
combination with deep neural networks, one of the aims of this paper is to investigate if
landmark plotting can contribute to ethnicity classification models.

3.1. Data Preprocessing

The complete preprocessing stage consists of five steps (Figure 2): (1) eye detection
and face centering; (2) resizing the image; (3) grayscale conversion; (4) landmark detection
and (5) image cropping.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the ethnicity classification approach. Purple dotted lines mark the steps
which are omitted in the approach without plotted landmarks.

Figure 2. Preprocessing block diagram.

To facilitate image processing, all images were first centered based on the detected
eye position in the image and resized to 200 × 200 pixels. As the landmark detector and
predictor only work on grayscale images, all images are initially converted to grayscale.
For each face found by the detector, the predictor finds 68 landmarks. For the detection of
landmarks, Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and linear Support Vector Machines
(SVM) were used. HOG is created by dividing the image into several parts or cells for
which the histogram of oriented gradients of pixels is calculated, and the combination of
cell histograms then represents the histogram of oriented gradients of the whole image [28].
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SVM that is applied to the final histograms in the system separates the data it receives by
viewing them as vectors and trying to separate them into two classes on one plane which
is usually of high complexity. The goal of SVM is to calculate which of these hyperplanes
separates the data with the least error. By calculating such a hyper-plane for each image on
a given data set, the system learns the classification. Based on this method, the detection of
the face and any region of interest on the face is performed.

As this research focuses on ethnicity classification from the middle part of the face, all
images used for training and validation have been cropped to contain only that specific
part of the face. The result is a rather unusual 146 × 86 pixel image format that has proven
satisfactory for images in selected datasets. These images are two-thirds smaller, resulting
in smaller disk space requirements and lower computational complexity.

3.2. Proposed Network Architecture

Deep neural networks are a more advanced and complex approach to neural network
design. The form of deep neural networks that will be used in this paper is the CNN [29].
The starting point for creation of the CNN proposed in this paper was the VGG-16 model
which is most commonly used for soft biometric features analysis [11]. It is based on
chaining the VGG blocks where one VGG block consists of two convolutional layers
with a relatively small filter size followed by a max pooling layer. Each chaining of
VGG blocks doubles the number of filters in convolutional layers, which, due to the
consequences of using the compression layer, process half the size of the feature map. As
convolutional layers also require the application of activation functions, the ReLU function
is used, which proved to be the best choice. The Adam optimizer was selected as the CNN
network optimizer.

Through experimenting, 20 different CNN models were created and Table 2 shows
five CNN models with best validation accuracy. All of the models used ReLU activation
function, Adam optimizer and SoftMax function and had a learning rate of 0.001.

In order to achieve the best possible network for the obtained problem, methods to
increase the accuracy and reduce losses in network performance have been implemented.
Two of these methods were applied before the data processing in the network. The first is
data normalization. The goal of normalization is to bring the data in the range between 0
and 1 to facilitate the calculation of the gradient to the optimizer. In this case, the input
image is represented as a set of pixels, and each pixel contains three RGB values (red, green
and blue) that range from 0 to 255. To perform normalization, each RGB value for each
pixel is divided with 255, which calculates the final values.

The second method used is data augmentation. Data augmentation takes an image
from disk and creates different versions of that image before loading it into the training
program, which is then processed by the CNN. In this paper, different versions include
horizontal and vertical stretching of up to 10% of the size and horizontal image mirroring.
Testing has shown that augmentation that rotates the image by a random number of
degrees results in poorer CNN performance and such augmentation was not used. The
augmentation process actually results in virtually more images in the data set and at
the same time makes it more difficult for the network to learn because all images are no
longer fully standard (although they are standard compared to their augmentations). An
additional advantage of this method is that more data is obtained from all input images
than is the size of computer memory on which the network is trained would allow.

In the process of modeling a network for this paper, we consulted [30,31] where
authors stated that Batch Normalization and Dropout usually do not provide better results
when used together, but we experimented to find out what happens in the case of ethnicity
classification on datasets selected for this research. We have tested implementations using
only Batch Normalization layers, only Dropout layers and a combination of both. The
results showed that by using only Batch Normalization layers our network gained around
1.8 percent better accuracy on the validation and test sets, compared to the combination of
those layers, with a training graph that showed a slight tendency of overfitting the dataset.
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Using only Dropout layers showed significantly worse accuracy and network behaviour
but increased training speed. By implementing a combination of Batch Normalization and
Dropout we gained a network which showed good behaviour on our dataset and reduced
the training time by a significant margin—duration of training per epoch reduced from
around 80 s to about 24. Same happened with the prediction speed (network with combined
layers was about 3 times faster). This was the reason that we selected the 18th iteration of
the CNN network (Figure 3 and Table 3) for this paper.

Table 2. CNN models with 5 best validation accuracy.

Model Description Training Accuracy Validation Accuracy

Model_20

Norm-Augm-CL1_1+ReLU-BatchNorm-CL1_2+ReLU-
BatchNorm-Pool(max)-CL2_1+ReLU-BatchNorm-
CL2_2+ReLU-BatchNorm-Pool(max)-CL3_1+ReLU-
BatchNorm-CL3_2+ReLU-BatchNorm-Pool(max)-
CL4_1+ReLU-BatchNorm-CL4_2+ReLU-BatchNorm-
Pool(max)-Flattening-FC1-BatchNorm-FC2-BatchNorm-
SoftMax

0.9881 0.8188

Model_ 18

Norm-Augm-CL1_1+ReLU-BatchNorm-CL1_2+ReLU-
BatchNorm-Pool(max)-Dropout(0.4)-CL2_1+ReLU-
BatchNorm-CL2_2+ReLU-BatchNorm-Pool(max)-
Dropout(0.4)-CL3_1+ReLU-BatchNorm-CL3_2+ReLU-
BatchNorm-Pool(max)-Dropout(0.4)-CL4_1+ReLU-
BatchNorm-CL4_2+ReLU-BatchNorm-Pool(max)-
Dropout(0.45)-Flattening-FC1-BatchNorm-Dropout(0.5)-FC2-
BatchNorm-Dropout(0.5)-SoftMax

0.8955 0.8000

Model_17

Norm-Augm-CL1_1+ReLU-BatchNorm-CL1_2+ReLU-
BatchNorm-Pool(max)-Dropout(0.4)-CL2_1+ReLU-
BatchNorm-CL2_2+ReLU-BatchNorm-Pool(max)-
Dropout(0.4)-CL3_1+ReLU-BatchNorm-CL3_2+ReLU-
BatchNorm-Pool(max)-Dropout(0.4)-CL4_1+ReLU-
BatchNorm-CL4_2+ReLU-BatchNorm-Pool(max)-
Dropout(0.4)-Flattening-FC1-BatchNorm-Dropout(0.5)-FC2-
BatchNorm-Dropout(0.5)-SoftMax

0.8784 0.7742

Model_9

Norm-CL1_1+ReLU-BatchNorm-CL1_2+ReLU-BatchNorm-
Pool(max)-Dropout(0.2)-CL2_1+ReLU-BatchNorm-
CL2_2+ReLU-BatchNorm-Pool(max)-Dropout(0.25)-
CL3_1+ReLU-BatchNorm-CL3_2+ReLU-BatchNorm-
Pool(max)-Dropout(0.3)-Flattening-FC1-BatchNorm-
Dropout(0.35)-FC2-BatchNorm-Dropout(0.4)-FC3-
BatchNorm-SoftMax

0.9595 0.7200

Model_19

Norm-Augm-CL1_1+ReLU-BatchNorm-CL1_2+ReLU-
BatchNorm-Pool(max)-Dropout(0.4)-CL2_1+ReLU-
BatchNorm-CL2_2+ReLU-BatchNorm-Pool(max)-
Dropout(0.4)-CL3_1+ReLU-BatchNorm-CL3_2+ReLU-
BatchNorm-Pool
(max)-Dropout(0.4)-CL4_1+ReLU-BatchNorm-CL4_2+ReLU-
BatchNorm-Pool(max)-Dropout(0.45)-CL5_1+ReLU-
BatchNorm-CL5_2+ReLU-BatchNorm-Pool(max)-
Dropout(0.4)-Flattening-FC1-BatchNorm-Dropout(0.5)-FC2-
BatchNorm-Dropout(0.5)-SoftMax

0.8187 0.7097

The total network consists of four VGG blocks, a flattening layer, fully connected
ANN with batch normalization and dropout and a SoftMax layer. Each VGG block is a
sequence of the following: (i) convolutional layer, (ii) an activation function (REctified
Linear Unit), (iii) batch normalization, (iv) a pooling layer (max pooling) and (v) a dropout
layer. CNN uses the Adam optimization algorithm to update network weights based on
training data [32]. The filter size in the first VGG block is 4 × 4 pixels to help capture larger
image features which is reduced to 3 × 3 pixels in the next block and finally 2 × 2 pixels in
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the rest of the network. The total number of layers of this network is 31. The total number
of parameters that can be trained has been reduced by adding more Dropout layers from
3,500,000 in the first version to 2,050,000 parameters in the final version.

Figure 3. Architecture of the final CNN network used for ethnicity classification.

Table 3. CNN architecture hyperparameters.

Parameter Value

Batch size 64
Convolution layers 8
Activation function ReLu
Loss function SoftMax categorical cross entropy
Optimizer AdamOptimizer
Number of learnable parameters 2,050,000
Learning rate 0.001
Dropout 40% in VGG blocks and 50% in fully connected layers

4. Results and Discussion

This section gives an overview of datasets used for ethnicity classification in state-of-
the-art research and a detailed description of the selected datasets used for this research.
After selection and description of datasets, experiment is described and training, validation
and testing results of the networks are presented. At the end of this section, the results are
compared with state-of-the-art results.

4.1. Datasets

There are a number of datasets with ethnicity labels, but only a small number is
sufficiently large for CNN training. Some of the problems with datasets were described in
previous sections. The overview of existing ethnicity classification datasets can be seen in
Table 4. where datasets were sorted by number of images in each dataset. It can be seen that
some datasets have only one ethnicity group: CUN [33], KFDB [34], CAS-PEAL [35], IFDB
[36], FEI [37] and JAFFE [38]. Those datasets cannot by themselves be used to train or test
the classifiers, but they can be used in conjunction with other datasets. The visualization of
selected datasets and their ethnicities representation can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Ratio of represented ethnicities in datasets [39].

When creating or choosing a dataset for neural network training, several things need
to be considered. The larger size of the dataset contributes to increased accuracy. The
quality of the images themselves should be similar to the image quality expected from
users in real-world scenarios. The balance of ethnicity representation in the set, as well as
gender, proved to be crucial for the successful CNN training for ethnicity classification.

The datasets selected for this research are UTKFace [40] and FairFace [39] dataset
based on the number of images, their public availability, the ethnicity groups labeled
and ethnicity balance in the dataset. The selected datasets have ethnicity labels for each
image. In addition, they were created primarily for the purpose of ethnicity classification,
while other datasets were created mostly for face recognition problems or age and gender
recognition so the ethnicity balance was not as important. In the next subsection, the two
selected datasets will be described in detail. Before neural network training and testing,
images need to be preprocessed as described in Section 3.1. If face or 68 landmarks could
not be detected in the image, the image was dropped from the data set and new filtered
data sets were created.

Table 4. Overview of ethnicity classification datasets.

Dataset No. of Images No. of Subjects Ethnicity Groups 1

VMER [11] 3,309,742 9129 African American, East Asian, Caucasian Latin, Asian Indian
CMU-DB [41] 1,500,000 N/A Caucasian, African American, Asian, Hispanic
BUPT [20] 1,300,000 N/A Caucasian, African, Asian, Indian
Bigailab [23] 300,000 N/A Caucasian, Black, Indian, Asian
CUN [33] 112,000 1120 Chinese
FairFace [39] 108,192 N/A White, Black, East Asian, Southeast Asian, Indian, Middle Eastern, Latin
EGA [42] 72,266 469 African American, Asian, Caucasian, Indian, Latin
PubFig [43] 58,797 200 Asian, Caucasian, African American, Indian
MORPH II [44] 55,134 13,618 African, European, Asian, Hispanic, Others
KFDB [34] 52,000 1000 Korean
CAS-PEAL [35] 30,900 1040 Chinese
UTK-Face [40] 20,000 N/A White, Black, Asian, Indian, Others
FERET [45] 14,126 1199 Caucasian, Asian, Oriental African
LFWA+ [46] 13,233 5749 White, Black, Asian
CFD [47] N/A 600 Caucasian, African, Asian, Latin
VNFaces [11] 6100 N/A Vietnamese, Others
FRGC [48] 4007 466 Latin, Caucasian, Asian, Indian, African American
IFDB [36] 3600 616 Iranian
FEI [37] 2800 200 Brazilian

WEAFD [17] 2500 N/A Chinese, Japanese, Korean, (Filipino, Indonesian, Malaysian),
(Vietnamese, Burmese, Thai)

JAFFE [38] 2130 10 Japanese
CAFE [49] 1192 154 Caucasian, East Asian, Pacific Region

1 Ethnicity groups are listed as stated in the documentation of each dataset.
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4.1.1. UTKFace Filtered

UTKFace consists of 23,807 face images of different people aged 1 to 116 years divided
into racial classes: White, Black, Asian, Indian and Others (Middle Eastern, Latin). Those
classes are pre-labeled in the dataset and serve as ground truth values for CNN training and
performance measures calculation. The representation of ethnicities in the data set is 40%
White, 20% Black, 15% Asian, 15% Indian and 10% Other. After preprocessing, UTKFace
Filtered contains 18,246 images or 5561 images less than in the original (approximately
23% reduction). The comparison can be seen in Figure 5. The ratio between the ethnicities
representations was changed in UTKFace Filtered to 41% White, 22% Black, 13% Asian,
18% Indian and 6% Other.

Figure 5. Representation of ethnicities in UTKFace (left) and UTKFace filtered (right).

Based on the presented data, it can be concluded that filtering of the dataset does not
disturb the balance in the representation of the ethnicities of the set. Therefore, the UTKFace
filtered dataset should still be of exceptional quality for training ethnicity classification
algorithms. Furthermore, gender representation in the initial dataset was at a ratio of 54%
male face images versus 46% female images. The ratio between the representation of male
and female facial images in the UTKFace filtered dataset is 53.7% versus 46.3%.

Table 5 shows exact numbers of all ethnicities and genders represented in the UTKFace
filtered datased used in this paper.

Table 5. Overview of image distribution in UTKFace filtered dataset.

Gender White Black Asian Indian Other Total

Male 4257 2072 956 1939 569 9793
Female 3256 1946 1306 1347 598 8453

Total 7513 4018 2262 3286 1167 18,246

4.1.2. FairFace Filtered

FairFace consists of 97,698 facial images of different people aged 1 to 70 divided into
racial groups: White, Black, Latin, East Asian, Southeast Asian, Indian and Middle Eastern.
As is for the UTKFace dataset, ethnicity classes are pre-labeled in the dataset. Representation
is balanced with about 14% of images for each ethnicity with equal representation of males
and females. According to the above figures and the comparison made in the FairFace
survey [39], these two data sets are the most balanced datasets observed (Figure 4).
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FairFace filtered contains a total of 55,384 images, or 42,314 images less than in the
original (approximately 43.3% reduction). Comparison of FairFace and FairFace filtered
can be seen in Figure 6. The reason for such a large reduction is that FairFace contains a
large number of images taken from a bad angle, images that do not show enough face to
detect it properly, modified images that are not in the full RGB spectrum, etc. Such images
are not compatible with the aim of this paper that primarily focuses on landmarks and a
complete frontal image of the face.

At FairFace filtered, the ethnicity representation in the dataset now appears to be: 19%
White, 12% Black, 16% Latin, 15% Indian, 11% Middle Eastern, 14% East Asian, and 13%
Southeast Asian.

Figure 6. Representation of ethnicities in FairFace (left) and FairFace filtered (right).

Gender representation in the initial dataset was at 53% male face images versus 47%
female face images. The ratio between the representation of male and female facial images
in the FairFace filtered is 49.4% versus 50.6%. With the FairFace set, it can be noticed that
by filtering, the set actually balanced even better in the general ratio of male and female
face images (Table 6).

Table 6. Overview of image distribution in FairFace filtered dataset.

Gender White Black Latin Indian Middle Eastern East Asian Southeast Asian Total

Male 5397 2735 4373 3941 3989 3459 3459 27,353
Female 5295 3718 4813 4264 1930 4311 3700 28,031

Total 10,692 6453 9186 8205 5920 7770 7159 55,384

4.2. Experiments

All networks were trained on the same machine whose main features are: processor—
Intel i7 7700, graphics card—Nvidia GTX 1060 6 GB and RAM—16 GB DDR4 2400 MHz.
CNNs were trained using a graphics card. Libraries on which neural networks are based
and which are the basis of this paper are dlib [50], OpenCV [51], Keras [52] and scikit-
learn [53]. The following experiments will train, validate and test the CNNs without
plotted landmarks and then CNNs with plotted landmarks will be trained, validated,
tested and compared.
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4.2.1. Training and Validation

In order to train and test the proposed approach, a holdout method was used. The
dataset was split into a training (50%), validation (25%) and testing (25%) set. The training
set is the set of images used to train the model, validation set is used to check and adjust
the model parameters and the test set is used to see how well that model performs on
unseen data.

The network is trained so that it minimizes categorical cross-entropy loss:

Loss = −
outputsize

∑
i=1

yi · log(ŷi), (1)

where ŷi is the i-th scalar value in the model output, yi is the corresponding target value,
and output size is the number of scalar values in the model output [54].

For validation of the network, accuracy is calculated. It is a metric that describes how
the model performs across all classes. It is calculated as the ratio of the total number of
predictions that were correct [14]:

Accuracy =
True_positive + True_negative

True_positive + True_negative + False_positive + False_negative
. (2)

First, the final CNN (Model_18) was trained on 50% of the UTKFace filtered dataset
and validated. This trained network (Model_F1) was then used to test the accuracy of the
model without plotted landmarks for classification into five ethnicities from the UTKFace
dataset. Next, the CNN was trained on 50% of the FairFace filtered dataset without plotted
landmarks and validated. This trained network (Model_F2) was then used to test the
accuracy of the model without plotted landmarks for classification into seven ethnicities
from the FairFace dataset.

After that, the focus shifts on training with plotted landmarks where the same model
(Model_18) was trained from the beginning on 50% of the UTKFace filtered dataset with
plotted landmarks and validated. This trained model (Model_F3) was used to test the
accuracy of the model with plotted landmarks for classification into five ethnicities from
the UTKFace filtered dataset. Next, the CNN was trained on 50% of the FairFace filtered
dataset with plotted landmarks and validated. This trained network (Model_F4) was then
used to test the accuracy of the model with plotted landmarks for classification into seven
ethnicity classes from the FairFace dataset.

Models without plotted landmarks. The training of the network on the UTKFace
filtered dataset (Model_F1) has been done for 150 epochs in order to see the behavior of the
network when training for a longer time. The total duration of network training was two
hours. Compared to the starting network, better network behavior can be observed on the
validation data set. The accuracy of the network after training was 89.78% on the training
set and 78.6% on the validation set. The results of network training can be seen in Figure 7.

The training of the network on the FairFace filtered dataset (Model_F2) was nine hours
and the network had a final accuracy on the training data set of 70.72% with an accuracy
on the validation set of 61.84%. In addition, from the graph shown in Figure 8, it can be
seen that the curves of the sets are similar, which shows the relatively small difference in
accuracy. This validation shows that increasing the number of ethnicity classes negatively
affects network performance in training for ethnicity classification. Next, training on the
datasets with plotted landmarks will show how the use of face landmarks impacts the
results.
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Figure 7. CNN Model_F1 training results on UTKFace filtered dataset without plotted landmarks.

Figure 8. CNN Model_F2 training results on FairFace filtered dataset without plotted landmarks.

Models with plotted landmarks. In models trained on images with plotted landmarks,
the emphasis is on the area of the face around the nose and eyes, the same as in previous
models. The landmarks are characteristic points on human face. The landmarks used in
this research are the ones commonly used in face recognition and ethnicity classification
research. One of the problems that often reduce the performance of ethnicity classification
systems is the errors in landmark positioning. The idea of adding landmark annotations
was to make it easier for convolutional layer filters, and thus networks, to detect and
recognize facial landmarks that are important in ethnicity classification and see if it will
help the CNN to achieve a better accuracy. Landmarks are added to images by simply
annotating the significant landmarks.

The results of training and validation on UTKFace filtered datasets can be seen in
Figure 9 and training and validation results on FairFace filtered dataset can be seen in
Figure 10.

It can be seen that the network showed slightly lower performance at the validation
set during training with a slightly slower growth in the accuracy of the training set as at
sets without plotted landmarks. In terms of comparison with the UTKFace filtered set,
the final results showed an accuracy of 88.67% on the training set (versus 89.78% without
plotted landmarks) and 78.71% on the validation set (versus 78.60%).
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Figure 9. CNN Model_F3 training results on UTKFace filtered dataset with plotted landmarks.

Figure 10. CNN Model_F4 training results on FairFace filtered dataset with plotted landmarks.

In training the FairFace filtered dataset with plotted landmarks, the results showed
an accuracy of 70.24% on the training set (versus 70.72% without plotted landmarks) and
60.46% on the validation set (versus 61.84% without plotted landmarks).

The training and validation results of CNNs trained on UTKFace filtered and FairFace
filtered datasets (Table 7), with and without plotted landmarks show there are no significant
differences in the results, but the final conclusion will be given after experiments on the
test set.

Table 7. Comparison of training and validation results on UTKFace filtered and FairFace filtered dataset.

Model Dataset Landmarks Training
Accuracy

Training
Loss

Validation
Accuracy

Validation
Loss

Model_F1 UTKFace
filtered without 0.8978 0.2927 0.7860 0.6652

Model_F2 FairFace
filtered without 0.7072 0.7655 0.6183 1.0087

Model_F3 UTKFace
filtered with 0.8866 0.3179 0.7871 0.6778

Model_F4 FairFace
filtered with 0.7024 0.7894 0.6046 1.0330
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4.2.2. Results and Discussion

As mentioned in the previous section, in order to test the model performance, a
holdout method was used where 25% of the images (4564 images of UTKFace filtered
dataset and 13,846 images of FairFace filtered dataset) were used for testing. Those were
the images that were not used in training and validation. The distribution of images by
ethnicity in both test sets can be seen in Tables 8 and 9.

Table 8. Distribution of images by ethnicity in the UTKFace filtered testing set.

White Black Asian Indian Other Total

No. of images 1879 1004 566 822 292 4563

Table 9. Distribution of images by ethnicity in the FairFace filtered testing set.

White Black Latin Indian Middle Eastern East Asian Southeast Asian Total

No. of images 2672 1613 2297 2051 1480 1943 1790 13,846

At the validation step of this experiment, Accuracy was calculated, but Accuracy may
not always be a good measure, especially if the dataset is not completely balanced, as is
the case with UTKFace filtered test set. To do a comprehensive testing, confusion matrix
for each test is calculated, where ethnicity labels from the datasets serve as ground truth
values, and for each class, Precision, Recall and F1-score are calculated. As stated earlier,
Accuracy is the probability that the model prediction is correct. F1-score is a harmonic
mean of Precision and Recall, calculated as [53]:

F1-score = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall

. (3)

where Precision is the proportion of positive cases that were correctly identified and Recall
is a proportion of actual positive cases which are correctly identified. For the final models
global performance evaluation, accuracy and weighted F1-score, which takes into account
the weights of each class, are calculated.

During training, four CNN models were trained and validated and will be used for
testing in this section. The first two models were trained and validated on images without
plotted landmarks, where the first one (Model_F1) used images from UTKFace filtered
dataset and the second (Model_F2) used images from FairFace filtered dataset. The second
two models, Model_F3 and Model_F4 were trained and validated on images with plotted
landmarks from UTKFace filtered dataset and FairFace filtered dataset, respectively.

Models without plotted landmarks. Model_F1 was trained and validated on the
UTKFace filtered dataset and no landmarks were plotted on the images. The testing was
conducted on 4564 images randomly selected for testing (which were not a part of the
training or validation sets). Based on the obtained results, a confusion matrix was created
(Table 10).

Table 10. Confusion matrix for the UTKFace filtered testing without plotted landmarks.

White Black Asian Indian Other

White 1659 63 17 99 41
Black 49 835 12 95 13
Asian 33 20 492 12 9
Indian 112 59 7 627 17
Other 134 25 13 67 53
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From the confusion matrix, different performance measures were calculated. The
performance measures of each ethnicity class can be seen in Table 11. For each ethnicity
class, the Precision, Recall and F1-score were calculated.

Table 11. Results for the UTKFace filtered testing without plotted landmarks.

Ethnicity Precision Recall F1-Score

White 0.8349 0.8829 0.8583
Black 0.8333 0.8317 0.8325
Asian 0.9094 0.8693 0.8889
Indian 0.6967 0.7628 0.7282
Other 0.3985 0.1815 0.2494

Model_F2 was trained and validated on the FairFace filtered dataset and no landmarks
were plotted on the images. The testing was conducted on 13,846 images. A confusion
matrix was created from the test results (Table 12).

Table 12. Confusion matrix for the FairFace filtered testing without plotted landmarks.

White Black Latin Indian Middle Eastern East Asian Southeast Asian

White 1764 15 380 135 319 34 25
Black 19 1107 128 300 12 3 44
Latin 329 86 1019 468 240 27 128

Indian 58 85 182 1575 102 5 44
Middle Eastern 316 7 221 208 712 5 11

East Asian 44 16 76 33 24 1312 438
Southeast Asian 35 47 162 116 16 354 1060

As in the first test, performance measures were calculated from the confusion matrix
and detailed performance measures of each ethnicity class can be seen in Table 13.

Table 13. Results for the FairFace filtered testing without plotted landmarks.

Ethnicity Precision Recall F1-Score

White 0.6877 0.66018 0.6737
Black 0.8122 0.6863 0.7440
Latin 0.47005 0.4436 0.4564

Indian 0.5556 0.7679 0.6447
Middle Eastern 0.4996 0.4811 0.4902

East Asian 0.7540 0.6752 0.7125
Southeast Asian 0.6057 0.5922 0.5989

Models with plotted landmarks. The third model (Model_F3) was trained and val-
idated on the UTKFace filtered dataset, but for this model, landmarks were plotted on
the images. The testing was conducted on 4564 images and confusion matrix was created
(Table 14).

Table 14. Confusion matrix for the UTKFace filtered testing with plotted landmarks.

White Black Asian Indian Other

White 1699 62 16 86 16
Black 61 867 9 59 8
Asian 53 18 477 11 7
Indian 148 81 5 575 13
Other 185 26 7 43 31
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In order to compare the models with and without plotted landmarks, the same per-
formance measures for each ethnicity class were calculated (Table 15). If we analyze the
results of all performance measures on the same test set but with and without plotted
landmarks, we reach similar conclusions as those after training and validation, and that is
that there are no significant differences in performance (Precision, Recall, F1-score) between
the approaches that plot the landmarks and those that do not on UTKFace filtered dataset.
In addition, the models that use plotted landmarks require an additional step for landmark
annotation which makes them more complex but do not yield better results.

Table 15. Results for the UTKFace filtered testing with plotted landmarks.

Ethnicity Precision Recall F1-Score

White 0.7917 0.9042 0.8442
Black 0.8226 0.8635 0.8426
Asian 0.9280 0.8428 0.8833
Indian 0.7429 0.6995 0.7206
Other 0.4133 0.1062 0.1689

The last model (Model_F4) was trained and validated on the FairFace filtered dataset
and landmarks were plotted on the images. The testing was conducted on 13,846 images
and based on the results, a confusion matrix was created (Table 16).

Table 16. Confusion matrix for the FairFace filtered testing with plotted landmarks.

White Black Latin Indian Middle Eastern East Asian Southeast Asian

White 1801 21 439 127 223 37 24
Black 23 1176 131 215 6 9 53
Latin 414 109 1043 390 165 48 128

Indian 77 144 225 1458 87 16 44
Middle Eastern 401 15 279 180 579 16 10

East Asian 84 23 91 19 9 1341 376
Southeast Asian 49 61 163 91 14 431 981

Similar to the last test, to compare the models with and without plotted landmarks
on FairFace filtered dataset, the same performance measures for each ethnicity class were
calculated (Table 17). The results for seven class classification on FairFace filtered dataset
gives the same conclusions and it is that there are no significant differences if landmarks
are plotted on images.

Table 17. Results for the FairFace filtered testing with plotted landmarks.

Ethnicity Precision Recall F1-Score

White 0.6322 0.6740 0.6524
Black 0.7592 0.7291 0.7438
Latin 0.4399 0.4541 0.4469

Indian 0.5879 0.7109 0.6436
Middle Eastern 0.5346 0.3912 0.4518

East Asian 0.7065 0.6902 0.6982
Southeast Asian 0.6071 0.5480 0.5760

At the end of testing, performance measures for each model are calculated. To this end,
Accuracy and Weighted F1-score are used. The comparison of model performance can be
seen in Table 18. As mentioned earlier, there are no significant differences in performance
of the models with and without plotted landmarks; moreover, the models without plotted
landmarks have slightly better performance than those with plotted landmarks. However,
through development and training of different models, it has been noticed that employing
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plotted landmarks could yield “smoother” loss values while training (which is noticeable
comparing Figures 8 and 10) which in turn could yield better results over a longer network
training period. Still, this remains a hypothesis that should be tested in future research.
The model for classification into five ethnicities (White, Black, Asian, Indian and Other)
without plotted landmarks has an accuracy of 80.34%, while the model for classification
into the same five ethnicities but with plotted landmarks has an accuracy of 79.97%. It is
similar if weighted F1-score is compared, which is 79.40% for five ethnicity classes without
plotted landmarks and 78.32% with plotted landmarks. If the models for classification
into seven ethnicity classes (White, Black, Latin, Indian, Middle Eastern, East Asian and
Southeast Asian) are compared, the accuracy without plotted landmarks is 61.74% versus
60.52% with landmarks plotted. Similar, the weighted F1-score without plotted landmarks
is 61.77% and with plotted landmarks 60.28%.

Table 18. Comparison of testing results on UTKFace filtered and FairFace filtered dataset.

Model Dataset Landmarks Accuracy Weighted F1

Model_F1 UTKFace filtered without 0.8034 0.7940
Model_F2 FairFace filtered without 0.6174 0.6177
Model_F3 UTKFace filtered with 0.7997 0.7832
Model_F4 FairFace filtered with 0.6052 0.6028

Other than accuracy results, we also compared time and resources necessary for the
proposed approach. Comparing required disk space for storing the datasets showed that
converted images used up to 50% less space. It also showed that plotting the images with
landmarks required more space than just the conversion did. After the datasets were
converted into numpy arrays, that were used in training, this difference became even
more prominent because it started measuring in gigabytes—the UTK Filtered training set
array was 4.36 GB for 200 × 200 px pictures, while cropped pictures required only 1.34 GB.
This reduced size allowed us to comfortably fit the training set directly into memory of
the training computer, which in turn mitigated the need to load our datasets from disk.
Reduced size of the images also contributed to faster training times. We were able to test
this on the UTKFace filtered dataset which has shown that the time required for training
one epoch reduced tenfold—from about 250 s of training per epoch on 200 × 200 px images
to average of 24 s on the converted sets.

4.3. Comparison of the Results with State-of-the-Art

As mentioned in previous sections, comparison between different CNN methods for
ethnicity classification is difficult because of several factors, most prominent being: different
ethnicity classes and different datasets used for testing. Table 19 shows the accuracy of the
reviewed ethnicity classification methods using CNNs.

There are three papers that tested their CNNs on the UTKFace dataset, but only one
of the papers [19] used all ethnicity categories from the dataset. Other two papers [20,24]
dropped the ethnicity category Other. The paper by Hamdi and Moussaoui [19] tested
different CNNs and reported the best accuracy of 78.88% on the UTKFace dataset, while
the approach proposed in this paper reports the accuracy of 80.34%. In addition, it is
important to note that results in this paper are obtained by using only a part of the face,
which significantly reduces the time and resources necessary for image preprocessing,
training and testing the CNNs and, as it can be seen, the obtained accuracy does not suffer.
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Table 19. Accuracy of state-of-the-art models for ethnicity classification.

Paper Ethnicity Dataset Accuracy (%)

[18] Asian, Caucasian and African CAS-PEAL 99.2
Asian and Non-Asian FERET 100
Vietnamese and Others VNFaces 92
African American, Caucasian Latin, East Asian and Asian Indian VMER 93.2

[11] African American, Caucasian Latin, East Asian and Asian Indian VMER 94.1
African American, Caucasian Latin, East Asian and Asian Indian VMER 94
African American, Caucasian Latin, East Asian and Asian Indian VMER 93.7
African American, Caucasian Latin, East Asian and Asian Indian VMER 93.1

[19] White, Black, Asian, Indian and Others UTK-Face 72.39
White, Black, Asian, Indian and Others UTK-Face 78.88

[20] Caucasian, African, Asian, Indian BUPT 97
Caucasian, African, Asian, Indian CFD 85
Caucasian, African, Asian, Indian UTK-Face 77.5

[21] Asian and Non-Asian Private 84.91
[22] White and Others Part of CelebA 91
[23] Black, White, Indian, Asian Bigailab-4race-50K 97.6
[8] Bangladeshi, Chinese, Indian Private 95.2
[24] White, Black, Asian, Indian UTK-Face 90.1

White, Black, Asian, Indian BEFA 84.29
[25] White, Black, Asian MORPH II 98.6

White, Black, Asian LFW+ 94.9
[13] Asian, Middle-East, African, Hispanic, White FERET 97.83
[26] Caucasian, Mongolian and Negroid Part of FERET 82.4

Caucasian, Mongolian and Negroid Part of FERET 98.6
[27] White, Black, Asian Private 99.54

Asian, Non-Asian FRGC 98.4
Asian, Black, Hispanic, Middle, White Part of FERET 98.8
White, Black Part of MORPH II 99.1
White, Black, Asian LFW 98.77

[17] Chinese, Filipino, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean, Malaysian and Vietnamese WEAFD 33.33
[12] Asian, Black, White FERET 98.91
[16] White, Black MORPH II 99.7

Chinese, non-Chinese Multiple datasets 99.85
Han, Uyghur and non-Chinese Multiple datasets 99.6

5. Future Work

Future research will focus on improving the behavior of the network and improving the
performance of the model with applying transfer learning, which takes an already trained
version of popular models such as VGG-16 as a base model. Another way to improve the
CNN performance is to combine multiple neural networks into one. A comprehensive
recommendation for future research on ethnicity classification based on facial images would
be to use CNN networks with the application of transfer learning over one of the proven
good models for facial recognition. For training, a balanced data set of selected ethnicity
classes should be built (select ethnicities whose representation covers the largest part of the
world population according to the literature), and the aim would be to further examine
the influence of landmarks on ethnicity classification and better facial image recognition.
Future work will also focus on training the network on larger datasets and with more
epochs and on conducting more extensive experiments with Batch Normalization and
Dropout and their influence on the time and resources needed for training and testing.

6. Conclusions

This paper deals with the problem of classification of persons according to ethnicity
based on facial images. The results of ethnicity classification both with and without
plotted landmarks were analysed and compared. In order to determine the initial ability of
landmarks in ethnicity classification, previous research on this topic has been studied, which
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has shown sufficient differences in the characteristic features of persons between different
ethnicity classes to distinguish them. Accordingly, and with the observed increasing trend
of using neural networks to solve this and related problems, neural networks were selected
as the main driver of research in this paper.

The scientific contribution of the paper can be seen in the development of a new CNN
for ethnicity classification into five ethnicities (White, Black, Asian, Indian and Others)
and seven ethnicities (White, Black, Latin, East Asian, Southeast Asian, Indian and Middle
Eastern) using only the middle part of the face. The area of the face around the nose and
eyes has been observed to contain the most visual data that allows successful ethnicity
classification. Therefore, processing only that part of the face allows smaller resource
consumption while the accuracy (80.34% on the UTKFace) is still slightly better than in
the state-of-the-art using the whole face (78.88% on the UTKFace dataset). The developed
CNN has been tested using holdout method on two different datasets (UTKFace and
FairFace) and the results are compared with state-of-the-art methods which shows an
improvement in accuracy, while decreasing preprocessing and training time. Landmarks
were applied to deep neural networks (CNNs) which showed no significant differences
in the results of CNN networks, but only increased the time and resources necessary for
image preprocessing, training and testing the CNNs.

The importance of ethnicity classification can also be seen in wide and varied applica-
tion areas [5,55,56]: (i) medicine, (ii) security and surveillance, (iii) marketing, (iv) biomet-
rics, (v) human computer interaction, (vi) fashion. In medicine, ethnicity information can
be important for understanding health issues and diagnosis and treatment of conditions
with specific responses in organisms of different races. Security and surveillance often
focus on finding different people (suspects, victims, missing persons) in video surveillance
or databases and ethnicity classification helps to narrow down the search and possible
matches and to eliminate persons based on their soft biometrics. In marketing, ethnicity
classification can aid ad targeting and market research and can be used to better understand
the customers habits. Ethnicity classification on human computer interaction can help
provide users “ethnically adequate services, and thus avoiding the possibility of being
offended by cultural taboos” [5]. Another rising application area is fashion, where the con-
cept of visagism emerged. The idea behind this concept is to find appropriate accessories,
makeup or hair colors which can highlight face features and ethnicity is an important factor
in those systems.
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